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Bunny construction 

Supplies needed. 

• 2 pieces of cotton fabric larger than your 

embroidery hoop (bunny body) 
• Two pieces of fabric for the appliqué ears 
• One piece of fabric for heart in belly 
• Sewing thread for construction, and embroidery 

thread for embroidery.  
• Poly fill stuffing. 

Construction 

1. Send Embroidery design to your embroidery machine. Hoop the 

bunny fabric with a tear away stabilizer. Remember to use the largest 

hoop available for your embroidery machine. Fabric 

should be larger than hoop. 

2. Embroider the bunny, using your thread color 

choices.  

3.  When you come to the last color, place another 

piece of your fabric, right side facing down over the 

bunny embroidery. If your embroidery machine does a basting stitch, 
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baste down the fabric. The last color will be the sewing together of 

the bunny. 

4. Remove the Hoop and remove the embroidery from the hoop. Cut 

around the bunny, leaving a ¼ inch seam allowance. With a pair of 

sharp scissors, clip into each curved area close to the stitching, so 

the bunny will keep its shape. 

5. Carefully turn the bunny inside out. Use a blunt object like a pencil to 

help turn, push out the ears and arms and legs.  

6. Using poly fill stuffing, stuff the legs and arms first. Using a small 

amount of stuffing at a time will make it easier. Use a blunt tool to 

push stuffing in place. If you want the bunny to sit up by itself, stitch 

across the legs where it meets the body. 

7. Once the arms, legs and ears are stuffed, then over stuff the body. 

Next close the opening at the bottom with a hand slip stitch. 

8. Make a pompom for the tail and sew it on. 
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